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"Y4D Foundation is working towards empowering the underprivileged section of
the society. We work on various aspects impacting children and youth to build

an empowered future generation"

3 Government Schools Become Digital

Y4D Foundation, in July, has set up yet another Digital Training Center, with the kind

support of Share and Care Foundation, USA, in government schools at Bardoli and

Thane. In addition to that, with the aid of ‘Smiling Rocks’, USA, a similar center was

established at a government school in Marunji, Pune.  

Technology has the ability to make quality education accessible to the nook and

corner of the country and Government schools in remote areas require certain

infrastructure capabilities to access this pool of resources. The recent pandemic has

highlighted the need to make this process of digitalization faster. Although the

government has taken a step to transform India digitally, many schools remain out of

the purview. The Digital Training Center set up by Y4D Foundation has made an

attempt to contribute to this journey of Digitalisation. Government schools are relying

on such interventions to bridge the gap between tech-enabled education and the

traditional pedagogy employed by the teachers.

An Exclusive Vocational Skill Training Program

Y4D has curated a unique program called “Vocational Skill Training Program” in

collaboration with LTI Infotech and is being conducted at the Mclean Skill Training

Center, Hyderabad. 

This program is the brainchild of Y4D's flagship program, "Skill to Employability"

which is designed to emphasis benefiting underprivileged youth from rural and urban

areas, especially tribal communities by equipping them with technical skills and

providing them with on-job training as well as sustainable employment opportunities.

This program has helped many students to get the technical skills which are in-

demand in the industry. In addition to soft skills training, they come out with an

understanding of their rights and practices in the corporate world.  

This is essential for these students as their struggle for access to education has

deprived them of these opportunities of learning interpersonal skills which are seen

as imminent by their employers. These skills not only help them get employed but

also ensure the sustainability of their employment in the years to come.

Story of Empowerment

How a Health camp came to the rescue for Mamata

Name: Mamata (Name Changed) 
Age: 2 years 
Location: Wardha | State: Maharashtra

A sigh of relief, as my daughter is now healthy. 

I am Sunita (Name Changed) from ward no 39, Wardha, Maharashtra. I would like to

narrate the story of my daughter who is  2 years old. She used to fall ill frequently.

After spending money on numerous doctors and long medicine lists, I then resorted

to home remedies. This further deteriorated her condition. In spite of the situation, I

was still hesitant to visit the health centers, as there was nobody who could

understand my plight. The doctor in the health centers never paid heed to me. I used

to come back with long bills on traveling, consultation, and not to mention medicines.

All this doesn't seem to help my daughter’s condition.  

One day Y4D’s Health camp unit visited our ward.  Since I had decided to leave no

stone unturned, I accompanied others to the camp and consulted the doctor there.

The doctors at the camp emphasized me. I was not just another patient on the list,

but someone they cared for. They carefully examined her and patiently enquired

about her medical history. They counseled me on the health, nutrition, and

cleanliness measures to be taken. 

For the first time, I felt I’m heard and understood. They talked about health practices

to the entire ward. Like me, many in our ward are happy and I thank the Aadhar

Housing Finance Limited and Y4D Foundation for providing solutions to all our health

problems right at our doorsteps.
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